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DENVER BRONCOS TRAINING CAMP QUOTES (7/31/11) 

 

RUNNING BACK WILLIS McGAHEE 

 
On free agency 
“It's been a pretty good process. It was just a waiting game to see who was going to come get me. The Broncos showed the most 
interest in me, and hey, I'm a Bronco now. I can't worry about what happened last year or what team I was with, I'm with the 
Denver Broncos now. That's all it is.” 
 
On why he chose to come to Denver 
“The running backs coach (Eric Studesville), I had him in Buffalo, so that was a pretty good sell. Then it was just all downhill. 
(Head) Coach (John) Fox, he's a running back coach. Basically he's going to run the ball, and that's what I'm looking for, 
somebody who's going to run the ball regardless.” 
 
On sharing the load 
“There are no more one-back systems here in the NFL—it's going to be a two-back situation. Regardless, I'm just going to come 
in and do the best I can. I'm going to help [RB Knowshon Moreno] out if I can help him out, and whatever plays I can make, I'm 
going to make.” 
 
On whether he wants to do more than short yardage 
“If I'm going to be the hammer, I'm going to be the hammer. I don't have a problem with it. I can pull the trigger. But I can do 
more. This is a new beginning, a new start, so it's wide open right now.” 
 
On two-back systems in the NFL 
“Everybody's going to carry the ball. We're going to see what people can do in the preseason and we're going to go from there 
when it comes to the regular season.” 
 
On Running Backs Coach Eric Studesville 
“Just basically he's probably the only coach that knows me. He knows what I can do and what I can't do. He knows my attitude 
and he knows I'm going to prepare for the game. It's like a welcome home.” 
 
On whether his best years in the league were with Studesville in Buffalo 
“I had a good year in Baltimore, now, I went to the Pro Bowl, so I can't say all that. But it was a fun experience with him.” 
 
On turning 30 this season 
“It's like what Jay-Z says, ‘30 is the new 20.’ That's how I approach it, that's how I work out in the weight room, and I'm going to 
continue doing it like that.” 
 
On how he feels physically 
“I'm great. I'm probably in the best shape I've ever been since coming into the league.” 
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On why he feels great 
“Fresh from the whole offseason, fresh from sitting behind in Baltimore. It just gave me a better look at things and what I need 
to do.” 
 
On what he's doing while he can't practice 
“In the playbook. I can't do anything with the team, so I'm just in the playbook watching. That kind of helps out to just sit in the 
hotel and not be around the players. Being with Coach ‘E’ [Studesville], he makes sure I'm learning things. I'm sitting right next to 
him in the meetings and we'll go from there.” 
 
On the running game in Denver vs. Baltimore and Buffalo 
“It's the same. Everybody has the same terminology. I've been on the East Coast the whole time and Coach Fox was on the East 
coast in Carolina. So it's basically the same, just different words.” 
 
On whether he and Knowshon Moreno can be like DeAngelo Williams and Jonathan Stewart were for Coach Fox in Carolina 
“We're not going to be like DeAngelo and Stewart—‘Smash and Dash’—we're going to be our own. We're going to make it 
different. We're going to be Stallions and Broncos out here doing it.” 
 
On how he fits in Denver 
“It's a new beginning. Not only that, I know some of the players. I've been hanging around them for a long time. Me and [LB] D.J. 
[Williams] went to school [at the University of Miami]. I know [DE] Elvis [Dumervil], I know [LB] Wesley [Woodyard]. It's a good 
feeling. A new atmosphere, a new day, a new beginning. I'm just ready to have fun.” 
 
 
 


